The Montclair State University choral program has been recognized for its successful collaborations with numerous world-renowned artists and celebrated professional musicians in national and international venues. The Cali School is home to several choirs including the MSU Chorale, MSU Singers, Vocal Accord and Prima Voce. Under the direction of Dr. Heather J. Buchanan, these choirs offer early professional experience in regular collaborations with the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra. MSU choirs also perform internationally and regularly in distinguished venues in NYC and New Jersey.

REVIEWS FOR OUR CHOIRS’ PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCES
...sounded stunningly professional...elegant...heartfelt performance...crisp on attacks...subtle in softer passages...a revelatory event...

FROM REVIEW OF A PERFORMANCE BY PRIMA VOCE WITH THE NEW JERSEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF MENDELSSOHN’S MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
...But the moments in the performance that burned brightest were the less-often played — and recorded — vocal bits. In the two choral numbers, directed by Heather J. Buchanan, Prima Voce sang with grace and precision — its articulation was such that even when singing the word “trippingly,” you could hear each syllable so that the printed text in the program was hardly needed. —NJ.com
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